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(4) Signal levels. For purposes of parti-
tioning and disaggregation, part 27 sys-
tems must be designed so as not to ex-
ceed the signal level specified for the
particular spectrum block in § 27.55 at
the licensee’s service area boundary,
unless the affected adjacent service
area licensees have agreed to a dif-
ferent signal level.

(c) Unjust Enrichment.—(1) Bidding
credits. Licensees that received a bid-
ding credit and partition their licenses
or disaggregate their spectrum to enti-
ties not meeting the eligibility stand-
ards for such a bidding credit, will be
subject to the provisions concerning
unjust enrichment as set forth in sec-
tion 27.209(c).

(2) Apportioning unjust enrichment
payments. Unjust enrichment payments
for partitioned license areas shall be
calculated based upon the ratio of the
population of the partitioned license
area to the overall population of the li-
cense area and by utilizing the most re-
cent census data. Unjust enrichment
payments for disaggregated spectrum
shall be calculated based upon the
ratio of the amount of spectrum
disaggregated to the amount of spec-
trum held by the licensee.

(d) License term. The license term for
a partitioned license area and for
disaggregated spectrum shall be the re-
mainder of the original licensee’s li-
cense term as provided for in § 27.13.

(e) Compliance with construction re-
quirements. The following rules apply
for purposes of implementing the con-
struction requirements set forth in
§ 27.14.

(1) Partitioning. Parties to parti-
tioning agreements have two options
for satisfying the construction require-
ments set forth in § 27.14. Under the
first option, the partitioner and
partitionee each certifies that it will
independently satisfy the substantial
service requirement for its respective
partitioned area. If a licensee subse-
quently fails to meet its substantial
service requirement, its license will be
subject to automatic cancellation
without further Commission action.
Under the second option, the parti-
tioner certifies that it has met or will
meet the substantial service require-
ment for the entire, pre-partitioned ge-
ographic service area. If the partitioner

subsequently fails to meet its substan-
tial service requirement, only its li-
cense will be subject to automatic can-
cellation without further Commission
action.

(2) Disaggregation. Parties to
disaggregation agreements have two
options for satisfying the construction
requirements set forth in § 27.14. Under
the first option, the disaggregator and
disaggregatee each certifies that it will
share responsibility for meeting the
substantial service requirement for the
geographic service area. If the parties
choose this option and either party
subsequently fails to satisfy its sub-
stantial service responsibility, both
parties’ licenses will be subject to for-
feiture without further Commission ac-
tion. Under the second option, both
parties certify either that the
disaggregator or the disaggregatee will
meet the substantial service require-
ment for the geographic service area. If
the parties choose this option, and the
party responsible subsequently fails to
meet the substantial service require-
ment, only that party’s license will be
subject to forfeiture without further
Commission action.

[62 FR 9658, Mar. 3, 1997, as amended at 63 FR
68954, Dec. 14, 1998; 65 FR 3146, Jan. 20, 2000;
65 FR 57268, Sept. 21, 2000]

Subpart C—Technical Standards
§ 27.50 Power and antenna height lim-

its.
(a) The following power limits apply

to the 2305–2320 MHz and 2345–2360 MHz
bands:

(1) Fixed, land, and radiolocation
land stations transmitting are limited
to 2000 watts peak equivalent
isotropically radiated power (EIRP).

(2) Mobile and radiolocation mobile
stations transmitting are limited to 20
watts EIRP peak power.

(b) The following power and antenna
height limits apply to transmitters op-
erating in the 746–764 MHz and 776–794
MHz bands:

(1) Fixed and base stations transmit-
ting in the 746–764 MHz band and the
777–792 MHz band must not exceed an
effective radiated power (ERP) of 1000
watts and an antenna height of 305 m
height above average terrain (HAAT),
except that antenna heights greater
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than 305 m HAAT are permitted if
power levels are reduced below 1000
watts ERP in accordance with Table 1
of this section;

(2) Control stations and mobile sta-
tions transmitting in the 747–762 MHz
band and the 776–794 MHz band and
fixed stations transmitting in the 776–
777 MHz band and the 792–794 MHz band
are limited to 30 watts ERP;

(3) Portable stations (hand-held de-
vices) transmitting in the 747–762 MHz
band and the 776–794 MHz band are lim-
ited to 3 watts ERP;

(4) Maximum composite transmit
power shall be measured over any in-
terval of continuous transmission
using instrumentation calibrated in
terms of RMS-equivalent voltage. The
measurement results shall be properly
adjusted for any instrument limita-
tions, such as detector response times,
limited resolution bandwidth capa-
bility when compared to the emission
bandwidth, etc., so as to obtain a true
maximum composite measurement for
the emission in question over the full
bandwidth of the channel.

(c) Peak transmit power shall be
measured over any interval of contin-
uous transmission using instrumenta-
tion calibrated in terms of rms-equiva-
lent voltage. The measurement results
shall be properly adjusted for any in-
strument limitations, such as detector
response times, limited resolution
bandwidth capability when compared
to the emission bandwidth, etc., so as
to obtain a true peak measurement for
the emission in question over the full
bandwidth of the channel.

TABLE 1—PERMISSIBLE POWER AND ANTENNA
HEIGHTS FOR BASE AND FIXED STATIONS IN
THE 746–764 MHZ AND 777–792 MHZ
BANDS

Antenna height (AAT) in meters (feet)

Effective
radiated
power
(ERP)
(watts)

Above 1372 (4500) ................................................ 65
Above 1220 (4000) To 1372 (4500) ...................... 70
Above 1067 (3500) To 1220 (4000) ...................... 75
Above 915 (3000) To 1067 (4000) ........................ 100
Above 763 (2500) To 915 (3000) .......................... 140
Above 610 (2000) To 763 (2500) .......................... 200
Above 458 (1500) To 610 (2000) .......................... 350
Above 305 (1000) To 458 (1500) .......................... 600
Up to 305 (1000) ................................................... 1000

[62 FR 16497, Apr. 7, 1997, as amended at 65
FR 3147, Jan. 20, 2000; 65 FR 17602, Apr. 4,
2000; 65 FR 42882, July 12, 2000; 65 FR 57267,
Sept. 21, 2000]

§ 27.51 Equipment authorization.
(a) Each transmitter utilized for op-

eration under this part must be of a
type that has been authorized by the
Commission under its certification pro-
cedure.

(b) Any manufacturer of radio trans-
mitting equipment to be used in these
services may request equipment au-
thorization following the procedures
set forth in subpart J of part 2 of this
chapter. Equipment authorization for
an individual transmitter may be re-
quested by an applicant for a station
authorization by following the proce-
dures set forth in part 2 of this chapter.

[65 FR 3147, Jan. 20, 2000]

§ 27.52 RF safety.
Licensees and manufacturers are sub-

ject to the radio frequency radiation
exposure requirements specified in sec-
tions 1.1307(b), 2.1091, and 2.1093 of this
chapter, as appropriate. Applications
for equipment authorization of mobile
or portable devices operating under
this section must contain a statement
confirming compliance with these re-
quirements for both fundamental emis-
sions and unwanted emissions. Tech-
nical information showing the basis for
this statement must be submitted to
the Commission upon request.

§ 27.53 Emission limits.
(a) For operations in the bands 2305–

2320 MHz and 2345–2360 MHz, the power
of any emission outside the licensee’s
frequency band(s) of operation shall be
attenuated below the transmitter
power (P) within the licensed band(s) of
operation, measured in watts, by the
following amounts:

(1) For fixed, land, and radiolocation
land stations: By a factor not less than
80 + 10 log (p) dB on all frequencies be-
tween 2320 and 2345 MHz;

(2) For mobile and radiolocation mobile
stations: By a factor not less than 110 +
10 log (p) dB on all frequencies between
2320 and 2345 MHz;

(3) For fixed, land, mobile, radiolocation
land and radiolocation mobile stations:
By a factor not less than 70 + 10 log (p)
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dB on all frequencies below 2300 MHz
and on all frequencies above 2370 MHz;
and not less than 43 + 10 log (p) dB on
all frequencies between 2300 and 2320
MHz and on all frequencies between
2345 and 2370 MHz that are outside the
licensed bands of operation;

(4) Compliance with these provisions
is based on the use of measurement in-
strumentation employing a resolution
bandwidth of 1 MHz or less, but at least
one percent of the emission bandwidth
of the fundamental emission of the
transmitter, provided the measured en-
ergy is integrated over a 1 MHz band-
width;

(5) In complying with the require-
ments in § 27.53(a)(1) and § 27.53(a)(2),
WCS equipment that uses opposite
sense circular polarization from that
used by Satellite DARS systems in the
2320–2345 MHz band shall be permitted
an allowance of 10 dB;

(6) When measuring the emission lim-
its, the nominal carrier frequency shall
be adjusted as close to the edges, both
upper and lower, of the licensee’s bands
of operation as the design permits;

(7) The measurements of emission
power can be expressed in peak or aver-
age values, provided they are expressed
in the same parameters as the trans-
mitter power;

(8) Waiver requests of any of the out-
of-band emission limits in paragraphs
(a)(1) through (a)(7) of this section
shall be entertained only if inter-
ference protection equivalent to that
afforded by the limits is shown;

(9) In the 2305–2315 MHz band, if port-
able devices comply with all of the fol-
lowing requirements, then paragraph
(a)(2) of this section shall not apply to
portable devices, which instead shall
attenuate all emissions into the 2320–
2345 MHz band by a factor of not less
than 93 + 10 log (p) dB:

(i) The portable device has a duty
cycle of 12.5% or less, with at most a
312.5 microsecond pulse every 2.5 milli-
seconds;

(ii) The portable device must employ
time division multiple access (TDMA)
technology;

(iii) The nominal peak transmit out-
put power of the portable device is no
more than 200 milliwatts (25 milliwatts
average power);

(iv) The portable device operates
with the minimum power necessary for
successful communications;

(v) The nominal average base station
transmit output power is no more than
800 milliwatts when the base station
antennas is located at a height of at
least 8 meters (26.25 feet) above the
ground;

(vi) Only fixed and portable devices
and services may be provided: vehicle-
mounted units are not permitted; and

(vii) Transmitting antennas shall em-
ploy linear polarization or another po-
larization that provides equivalent of
better discrimination with respect to a
DARS antenna;

(10) The out-of-band emissions limits
in paragraphs (a)(1) through (a)(9) of
this section may be modified by the
private contractual agreement of all
affected licensees, who shall maintain
a copy of the agreement in their sta-
tion files and disclose it to prospective
assignees or transferees and, upon re-
quest, to the Commission.

(b) For WCS Satellite DARS operations:
The limits set forth in § 25.202(f) of this
chapter shall apply, except that Sat-
ellite DARS operations shall be limited
to a maximum power flux density of
¥197 dBW/m2/4 kHz in the 2370–2390
MHz band at Arecibo, Puerto Rico.

(c) For operations in the 747 to 762
MHz band and the 777 to 792 MHz band,
the power of any emission outside the
licensee’s frequency band(s) of oper-
ation shall be attenuated below the
transmitter power (P) within the li-
censed band(s) of operation, measured
in watts, in accordance with the fol-
lowing:

(1) On any frequency outside the 747
to 762 MHz band, the power of any
emission shall be attenuated outside
the band below the transmitter power
(P) by at least 43 + 10 log (P) dB;

(2) On any frequency outside the 777
to 792 MHz band, the power of any
emission shall be attenuated outside
the band below the transmitter power
(P) by at least 43 + 10 log (P) dB;

(3) On all frequencies between 764 to
776 MHz and 794 to 806 MHz, by a factor
not less than 76 + 10 log (P) dB in a 6.25
kHz band segment, for base and fixed
stations;

(4) On all frequencies between 764 to
776 MHz and 794 to 806 MHz, by a factor
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not less than 65 + 10 log (P) dB in a 6.25
kHz band segment, for mobile and port-
able stations;

(5) Compliance with the provisions of
paragraphs (c)(1) and (c)(2) of this sec-
tion is based on the use of measure-
ment instrumentation employing a res-
olution bandwidth of 100 kHz or great-
er. However, in the 100 kHz bands im-
mediately outside and adjacent to the
frequency block, a resolution band-
width of at least 30 kHz may be em-
ployed;

(6) Compliance with the provisions of
paragraphs (c)(3) and (c)(4) of this sec-
tion is based on the use of measure-
ment instrumentation such that the
reading taken with any resolution
bandwidth setting should be adjusted
to indicate spectral energy in a 6.25
kHz segment.

(d) For operations in the 746–747 MHz,
762–764 MHz, 776–777 MHz, and 792–794

MHz bands, transmitters must meet
the following emission limitations:

(1) The adjacent channel coupled
power (ACCP) requirements for trans-
mitters designed for various channel
sizes are shown in the following tables.
Mobile station requirements apply to
handheld, car mounted and control sta-
tion units. The tables specify a max-
imum value for the ACCP relative to
maximum output power as a function
of the displacement from the channel
center frequency. In addition, the
ACCP for a mobile station transmitter
at the specified frequency displacement
must not exceed the value shown in the
tables. For transmitters that have
power control, the latter ACCP re-
quirement can be met at maximum
power reduction. In the following
charts, ‘‘(s)’’ means that a swept meas-
urement is to be used.

6.25 KHZ MOBILE TRANSMITTER ACCP REQUIREMENTS

Offset from center frequency (kHz)
Measurement

bandwidth
(kHz)

Maximum
ACCP relative

(dBc)

Maximum ACCP
absolute (dBm)

6.25 ............................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥40 not specified
12.50 ............................................................................................................. 6.25 ¥60 ¥45
18.75 ............................................................................................................. 6.25 ¥60 ¥45
25.00 ............................................................................................................. 6.25 ¥65 ¥50
37.50 ............................................................................................................. 25.00 ¥65 ¥50
62.50 ............................................................................................................. 25.00 ¥65 ¥50
87.50 ............................................................................................................. 25.00 ¥65 ¥50
150.00 ........................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65 ¥50
250.00 ........................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65 ¥50
>400 to receive band ................................................................................... 30(s) ¥75 ¥55
In the receive band ....................................................................................... 30(s) ¥100 ¥70

12.5 KHZ MOBILE TRANSMITTER ACCP REQUIREMENTS

Offset from center frequency (kHz)
Measurement

bandwidth
(kHz)

Maximum
ACCP relative

(dBc)

Maximum ACCP
absolute (dBm)

9.375 ............................................................................................................. 6.25 ¥40 not specified
15.625 ........................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥60 ¥45
21.875 ........................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥60 ¥45
37.500 ........................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65 ¥50
62.500 ........................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65 ¥50
87.500 ........................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65 ¥50
150.000 ......................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65 ¥50
250.000 ......................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65 ¥50
>400 to receive band ................................................................................... 30(s) ¥75 ¥55
In the receive band ....................................................................................... 30(s) ¥100 ¥70

25 KHZ MOBILE TRANSMITTER ACCP REQUIREMENTS

Offset from center frequency (kHz)
Measurement

bandwidth
(kHz)

Maximum
ACCP relative

(dBc)

Maximum ACCP
absolute (dBm)

15.625 ........................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥40 not specified
21.875 ........................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥60 ¥45
37.500 ........................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65 ¥50
62.500 ........................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65 ¥50
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25 KHZ MOBILE TRANSMITTER ACCP REQUIREMENTS—Continued

Offset from center frequency (kHz)
Measurement

bandwidth
(kHz)

Maximum
ACCP relative

(dBc)

Maximum ACCP
absolute (dBm)

87.500 ........................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65 ¥50
150.000 ......................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65 ¥50
250.000 ......................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65 ¥50
>400 to receive band ................................................................................... 30(s) ¥75 ¥55
In the receive band ....................................................................................... 30(s) ¥100 ¥70

150 KHZ MOBILE TRANSMITTER ACCP REQUIREMENTS 12.5 KHZ MOBILE TRANSMITTER ACCP
REQUIREMENTS

Offset from center frequency (kHz)
Measurement

bandwidth
(kHz)

Maximum
ACCP relative

(dBc)

Maximum ACCP
absolute (dBm)

100 ................................................................................................................ 50 ¥40 not specified
200 ................................................................................................................ 50 ¥50 ¥35
300 ................................................................................................................ 50 ¥50 ¥35
400 ................................................................................................................ 50 ¥50 ¥35
600 to 1000 .................................................................................................. 30(s) ¥60 ¥45
1000 to receive band .................................................................................... 30(s) ¥70 ¥55
In the receive band ....................................................................................... 30(s) ¥100 ¥75

6.25 KHZ BASE TRANSMITTER ACCP REQUIREMENTS

Offset from center frequency (kHz)
Measurement

bandwidth
(kHz)

Maximum ACCP
(dBc)

6.25 ........................................................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥40
12.50 ......................................................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥60
18.75 ......................................................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥60
25.00 ......................................................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥65
37.50 ......................................................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65
62.50 ......................................................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65
87.50 ......................................................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65
150.00 ....................................................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65
250.00 ....................................................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65
>400 to receive band ................................................................................................................ 30(s) ¥80 (continues

@¥6dB/oct)
In the receive band ................................................................................................................... 30(s) ¥100

12.5 KHZ BASE TRANSMITTER ACCP REQUIREMENTS

Offset from center frequency (kHz)
Measurement

bandwidth
(kHz)

Maximum ACCP
(dBc)

9.375 ......................................................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥40
15.625 ....................................................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥60
21.875 ....................................................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥60
37.500 ....................................................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥60
62.500 ....................................................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65
87.500 ....................................................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65
150.000 ..................................................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65
250.000 ..................................................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65
>400 to receive band ................................................................................................................ 30(s) ¥80 (continues

@¥6dB/oct)
In the receive band ................................................................................................................... 30(s) ¥100

25 KHZ BASE TRANSMITTER ACCP REQUIREMENTS

Offset from center frequency (kHz)
Measurement

bandwidth
(kHz)

Maximum ACCP
(dBc)

15.625 ....................................................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥40
21.875 ....................................................................................................................................... 6.25 ¥60
37.500 ....................................................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥60
62.500 ....................................................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65
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25 KHZ BASE TRANSMITTER ACCP REQUIREMENTS—Continued

Offset from center frequency (kHz)
Measurement

bandwidth
(kHz)

Maximum ACCP
(dBc)

87.500 ....................................................................................................................................... 25.00 ¥65
150.000 ..................................................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65
250.000 ..................................................................................................................................... 100.00 ¥65
>400 to receive band ................................................................................................................ 30(s) ¥80 (continues

@¥6dB/oct)
In the receive band ................................................................................................................... 30(s) ¥100

150 KHZ BASE TRANSMITTER ACCP REQUIREMENTS

Offset from center frequency (kHz)
Measurement

bandwidth
(kHz)

Maximum ACCP
(dBc)

100 ............................................................................................................................................ 50 ¥40
200 ............................................................................................................................................ 50 ¥50
300 ............................................................................................................................................ 50 ¥55
400 ............................................................................................................................................ 50 ¥60
600 to 1000 .............................................................................................................................. 30(s) ¥65
1000 to receive band ................................................................................................................ 30(s) ¥75 (continues

@¥6dB/oct)
In the receive band ................................................................................................................... 30(s) ¥100

(2) ACCP measurement procedure. The
following procedures are to be followed
for making ACCP transmitter measure-
ments. For time division multiple ac-
cess (TDMA) systems, the measure-
ments are to be made under TDMA op-
eration only during time slots when
the transmitter is on. All measure-
ments must be made at the input to
the transmitter’s antenna. Measure-
ment bandwidth used below implies an
instrument that measures the power in
many narrow bandwidths (e.g. 300 Hz)
and integrates these powers across a
larger band to determine power in the
measurement bandwidth.

(i) Setting reference level: Using a spec-
trum analyzer capable of ACCP meas-
urements, set the measurement band-
width to the channel size. For example,
for a 6.25 kHz transmitter, set the
measurement bandwidth to 6.25 kHz;
for a 150 kHz transmitter, set the meas-
urement bandwidth to 150 kHz. Set the
frequency offset of the measurement
bandwidth to zero and adjust the cen-
ter frequency of the spectrum analyzer
to give the power level in the measure-
ment bandwidth. Record this power
level in dBm as the ‘‘reference power
level’’.

(ii) Measuring the power level at fre-
quency offsets <600kHz: Using a spec-
trum analyzer capable of ACCP meas-
urements, set the measurement band-

width as shown in the tables above.
Measure the ACCP in dBm. These
measurements should be made at max-
imum power. Calculate the coupled
power by subtracting the measure-
ments made in this step from the ref-
erence power measured in the previous
step. The absolute ACCP values must
be less than the values given in the
table for each condition above.

(iii) Measuring the power level at fre-
quency offsets >600kHz: Set a spectrum
analyzer to 30 kHz resolution band-
width, 1 MHz video bandwidth and sam-
ple mode detection. Sweep ±6 MHz from
the carrier frequency. Set the reference
level to the RMS value of the trans-
mitter power and note the absolute
power. The response at frequencies
greater than 600 kHz must be less than
the values in the tables above.

(iv) Upper Power Limit Measurement:
The absolute coupled power in dBm
measured above must be compared to
the table entry for each given fre-
quency offset. For those mobile sta-
tions with power control, these meas-
urements should be repeated with
power control at maximum power re-
duction. The absolute ACCP at max-
imum power reduction must be less
than the values in the tables above.

(3) Out-of-band emission limit. On any
frequency outside of the frequency
ranges covered by the ACCP tables in
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this section, the power of any emission
must be reduced below the
unmodulated carrier power (P) by at
least 43 + 10 log (P) dB.

(4) Authorized bandwidth. Provided
that the ACCP requirements of this
section are met, applicants may re-
quest any authorized bandwidth that
does not exceed the channel size.

(e) For operations in the 746–764 MHz
and 776–794 MHz bands, emissions in the
band 1559–1610 MHz shall be limited to
¥70 dBW/MHz equivalent isotropically
radiated power (EIRP) for wideband
signals, and ¥80 dBW EIRP for discrete
emissions of less than 700 Hz band-
width. For the purpose of equipment
authorization, a transmitter shall be
tested with an antenna that is rep-
resentative of the type that will be
used with the equipment in normal op-
eration.

(f) When an emission outside of the
authorized bandwidth causes harmful
interference, the Commission may, at
its discretion, require greater attenu-
ation than specified in this section.

[62 FR 16497, Apr. 7, 1997, as amended at 65
FR 3147, Jan. 20, 2000; 65 FR 17602, Apr. 4,
2000; 65 FR 42883, July 12, 2000]

§ 27.54 Frequency stability.

The frequency stability shall be suffi-
cient to ensure that the fundamental
emissions stay within the authorized
bands of operation.

§ 27.55 Field strength limits.

The predicted or measured median
field strength at any location on the
geographical border of a part 27 service
area shall not exceed the value speci-
fied for the following bands, unless the
adjacent affected service area licensees
agree to a different field strength. This
value applies to both the initially of-
fered service areas and to partitioned,
service areas.

(a) 2305–2320 and 2345–2360 MHz bands:
47 dBuV/m.

(b) 746–764 and 776–794 MHz bands:
40dBu V/m

[65 FR 3148, Jan. 20, 2000, as amended by 65
FR 17605, Apr. 4, 2000]

§ 27.56 Antenna structures; air naviga-
tion safety.

A licensee that owns its antenna
structure(s) must not allow such an-
tenna structure(s) to become a hazard
to air navigation. In general, antenna
structure owners are responsible for
registering antenna structures with
the FCC if required by part 17 of this
chapter, and for installing and main-
taining any required marking and
lighting. However, in the event of de-
fault of this responsibility by an an-
tenna structure owner, the FCC per-
mittee or licensee authorized to use an
affected antenna structure will be held
responsible by the FCC for ensuring
that the antenna structure continues
to meet the requirements of part 17 of
this chapter. See § 17.6 of this chapter.

(a) Marking and lighting. Antenna
structures must be marked, lighted and
maintained in accordance with part 17
of this chapter and all applicable rules
and requirements of the Federal Avia-
tion Administration. For any construc-
tion or alteration that would exceed
the requirements of section 17.7 of this
chapter, licensees must notify the ap-
propriate Regional Office of the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration (FAA
Form 7460–1) and file a request for an-
tenna height clearance and obstruction
marking and lighting specifications
(FCC Form 854) with the FCC, WTB,
1270 Fairfield Road, Gettysburg, PA
17325.

(b) Maintenance contracts. Antenna
structure owners (or licensees and per-
mittees, in the event of default by an
antenna structure owner) may enter
into contracts with other entities to
monitor and carry out necessary main-
tenance of antenna structures. An-
tenna structure owners (or licensees
and permittees, in the event of default
by an antenna structure owner) that
make such contractual arrangements
continue to be responsible for the
maintenance of antenna structures in
regard to air navigation safety.

§ 27.57 International coordination.
WCS operations in the border areas

shall be subject to coordination with
those countries and provide protection
to non-U.S. operations in the 2305–2320
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and 2345–2360 MHz bands as appropriate.
In addition, satellite DARS operations
in WCS spectrum shall be subject to
international satellite coordination
procedures.

§ 27.58 Interference to MDS/ITFS re-
ceivers.

(a) WCS licensees shall bear full fi-
nancial obligation to remedy inter-
ference to MDS/ITFS block
downconverters if all of the following
conditions are met:

(1) The complaint is received by the
WCS licensee prior to February 20, 2002;

(2) The MDS.ITFS downconverter
was installed prior to August 20, 1998;

(3) The WCS fixed or land station
transmits at 50 or more watts peak
EIRP;

(4) The MDS/ITFS downconverter is
located within a WCS transmitter’s
free space power flux density contour
of ¥34 dBW/m2; and

(5) The MDS/ITFS customer or li-
censee has informed the WCS licensee
of the interference within one year
from the initial operation of the WCS
transmitter or within one year from
any subsequent power increases at the
WCS station.

(b) Resolution of the complaint shall
be at no cost to the complainant.

(c) Two or more WCS licensees collo-
cating their antennas on the same
tower shall assume shared responsi-
bility for remedying interference com-
plaints within the area determined by
paragraph (a)(4) of this section unless
an offending station can be readily de-
termined and then that station shall
assume full financial responsibility.

(d) If the WCS licensee cannot other-
wise eliminate interference caused to
MDS/ITFS reception, then that li-
censee must cease operations from the
offending WCS facility.

(e) At least 30 days prior to com-
mencing operations from any new WCS
transmission site or with increased
power from any existing WCS trans-
mission site, a WCS licensee shall no-
tify all MDS/ITFS licensees in or
through whose licensed service area
they intend to operate of the technical
parameters of the WCS transmission
facility. WCS and MDS/ITFS licensees
are expected to coordinate voluntarily
and in good faith to avoid interference

problems and to allow the greates oper-
ational flexibility in each other’s oper-
ations.

[62 FR 16498, Apr. 7, 1997]

§ 27.59 [Reserved]

§ 27.60 TV/DTV interference protection
criteria.

Base, fixed, control, and mobile
transmitters in the 746–764 MHz and
776–794 MHz frequency bands must be
operated only in accordance with the
rules in this section to reduce the po-
tential for interference to public recep-
tion of the signals of existing TV and
DTV broadcast stations transmitting
on TV Channels 59 through 68.

(a) D/U ratios. Licensees must choose
site locations that are a sufficient dis-
tance from co-channel and adjacent
channel TV and DTV stations, and/or
must use reduced transmitting power
or transmitting antenna height such
that the following minimum desired
signal-to-undesired signal ratios (D/U
ratios) are met.

(1) The minimum D/U ratio for co-
channel stations is 40 dB at the hypo-
thetical Grade B contour (64 dBµV/m)
(88.5 kilometers (55 miles)) of the TV
station or 17 dB at the equivalent
Grade B contour (41 dBµV/m) (88.5 kilo-
meters (55 miles)) of the DTV station.

(2) The minimum D/U ratio for adja-
cent channel stations is 0 dB at the hy-
pothetical Grade B contour (64 dBµV/m)
(88.5 kilometers (55 miles)) of the TV
station or ¥23 dB at the equivalent
Grade B contour (41 dBµV/m) (88.5 kilo-
meters (55 miles)) of the DTV station.

(b) TV stations and calculation of con-
tours. The methods used to calculate
TV contours and antenna heights
above average terrain are given in
§§ 73.683 and 73.684 of this chapter. Ta-
bles to determine the necessary min-
imum distance from the 746–764 MHz or
776–794 MHz station to the TV/DTV sta-
tion, assuming that the TV/DTV sta-
tion has a hypothetical or equivalent
Grade B contour of 88.5 kilometers (55
miles), are located in § 90.309 of this
chapter and labeled as Tables B, D, and
E. Values between those given in the
tables may be determined by linear in-
terpolation. The locations of existing
and proposed TV/DTV stations during
the period of transition from analog to
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digital TV service are given in Part 73
of this chapter and in the final pro-
ceedings of MM Docket No. 87–268.

State City NTSC TV Ch. DTV Ch. ERP (kW) HAAT (m.)

California ...................... Concord ....................... 42 63 61 856
California ...................... Long Beach ................. 18 61 413.6 725
California ...................... Los Angeles ................. 2 60 865.9 1107
California ...................... Los Angeles ................. 11 65 688.7 896
California ...................... Los Angeles ................. 13 66 679.7 899
California ...................... Riverside ...................... 62 68 180.1 723
California ...................... Sacramento ................. 10 61 1000 595
California ...................... Stockton ....................... 64 62 63.5 874
New Jersey .................. Newark ........................ 13 61 198.7 500
New Jersey .................. Vineland ....................... 65 66 107.8 280
Pennsylvania ................ Allentown ..................... 39 62 50 302
Pennsylvania ................ Philadelphia ................. 6 64 1000 332
Pennsylvania ................ Philadelphia ................. 10 67 791.8 354
Puerto Rico .................. Aguada ........................ 50 62 50.1 343
Puerto Rico .................. Arecibo ........................ 60 61 55 242
Puerto Rico .................. Mayaguez .................... 16 63 50.1 347
Puerto Rico .................. Naranjito ...................... 64 65 50.1 142
Puerto Rico .................. Ponce .......................... 7 66 407.4 826
Wisconsin ..................... Milwaukee .................... 18 61 519.8 307

NOTE: DTV stations on Channel 59 must be
considered even though they are not indi-
cated in the above table. The transition pe-
riod is scheduled to end on December 31, 2006.
After that time, unless otherwise directed by
the Commission, 746–764 MHz and 776–794
MHz stations will no longer be required to
protect reception of co-channel or adjacent
channel TV/DTV stations.

(1) Licensees of stations operating
within the ERP and HAAT limits of
§ 27.50 must select one of three methods
to meet the TV/DTV protection re-
quirements, subject to Commission ap-
proval:

(i) Utilize the geographic separation
specified in the tables referenced
below;

(ii) Submit an engineering study jus-
tifying the proposed separations based
on the actual parameters of the land
mobile station and the actual param-
eters of the TV/DTV station(s) it is try-
ing to protect; or,

(iii) Obtain written concurrence from
the applicable TV/DTV station(s). If
this method is chosen, a copy of the
agreement must be submitted with the
application.

(2) The following is the method for
geographic separations.

(i) Base and fixed stations that oper-
ate in the 746–764 MHz and 777–792 MHz
bands having an antenna height
(HAAT) less than 152 m. (500 ft.) shall

afford protection to co-channel and ad-
jacent channel TV/DTV stations in ac-
cordance with the values specified in
Table B (co-channel frequencies based
on 40 dB protection) and Table E (adja-
cent channel frequencies based on 0 dB
protection) in § 90.309 of this chapter.
For base and fixed stations having an
antenna height (HAAT) between 152–914
meters (500–3,000 ft.) the effective radi-
ated power must be reduced below 1
kilowatt in accordance with the values
shown in the power reduction graph in
Figure B in § 90.309 of this chapter. For
heights of more than 152 m. (500 ft.)
above average terrain, the distance to
the radio path horizon will be cal-
culated assuming smooth earth. If the
distance so determined equals or ex-
ceeds the distance to the hypothetical
or equivalent Grade B contour of a co-
channel TV/DTV station (i.e., it ex-
ceeds the distance from the appropriate
Table in § 90.309 of this chapter to the
relevant TV/DTV station), an author-
ization will not be granted unless it
can be shown in an engineering study
(see paragraph (b)(1)(ii) of this section)
that actual terrain considerations are
such as to provide the desired protec-
tion at the actual Grade B contour (64
dBµV/m for TV and 41 dBµV/m for DTV
stations) or unless the effective radi-
ated power will be further reduced so
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that, assuming free space attenuation,
the desired protection at the actual
Grade B contour (64 dBµV/m for TV and
41 dBµV/m coverage contour for DTV
stations) will be achieved. Directions
for calculating powers, heights, and re-
duction curves are listed in § 90.309 of
this chapter for land mobile stations.
Directions for calculating coverage
contours are listed in §§ 73.683–685 of
this chapter for TV stations and in
§ 73.625 of this chapter for DTV sta-
tions.

(ii) Control, fixed, and mobile sta-
tions (including portables) that operate
in the 776–777 MHz and 792–794 MHz
bands and control and mobile stations
(including portables) that operate in
the 747–762 MHz and 777–792 MHz bands
are limited in height and power and
therefore shall afford protection to co-
channel and adjacent channel TV/DTV
stations in accordance with the values
specified in Table D (co-channel fre-
quencies based on 40 dB protection for
TV stations and 17 dB for DTV sta-
tions) in § 90.309 of this chapter and a
minimum distance of 8 kilometers (5
miles) from all adjacent channel TV/
DTV station hypothetical or equiva-
lent Grade B contours (adjacent chan-
nel frequencies based on 0 dB protec-
tion for TV stations and ¥23 dB for
DTV stations). Since control, fixed,
and mobile stations may affect dif-
ferent TV/DTV stations than the asso-
ciated base or fixed station, particular
care must be taken by applicants/li-
censees to ensure that all appropriate
TV/DTV stations are considered (e.g. a
base station may be operating within
TV Channel 62 and the mobiles within
TV Channel 67, in which case TV Chan-
nels 61, 62, 63, 66, 67 and 68 must be pro-
tected). Control, fixed, and mobile sta-
tions shall keep a minimum distance of
96.5 kilometers (60 miles) from all adja-
cent channel TV/DTV stations. Since
mobiles and portables are able to move
and communicate with each other, li-
censees must determine the areas
where the mobiles can and cannot
roam in order to protect the TV/DTV
stations.

(iii) In order to protect certain TV/
DTV stations and to ensure protection
from these stations which may have
extremely large contours due to un-
usual height situations, an additional

distance factor must be used by all
base, fixed, control, and mobile sta-
tions. For all co-channel and adjacent
channel TV/DTV stations which have
an HAAT between 350 and 600 meters,
licensees must add the following DIS-
TANCE FACTOR to the value obtained
from the referenced Tables in § 90.309 of
this chapter and to the distance for
control, fixed, and mobile stations on
adjacent TV/DTV channels (96.5 km).

DISTANCE FACTOR = (TV/DTV
HAAT ¥ 350) ÷ 14 in kilometers, where
HAAT is the TV or DTV station an-
tenna height above average terrain ob-
tained from its authorized or proposed
facilities, whichever is greater.

(iv) For all co-channel and adjacent
channel TV/DTV stations which have
an antenna height above average ter-
rain greater than 600 meters, licensees
must add 18 kilometers as the DIS-
TANCE FACTOR to the value obtained
from the referenced Tables in § 90.309 of
this chapter and to the distance for
control, fixed, and mobile stations on
adjacent TV/DTV channels (96.5 km).

NOTE TO § 27.60: The 88.5 km (55 mi) Grade B
service contour (64 dBµV/m) is based on a hy-
pothetical TV station operating at an effec-
tive radiated power of one megawatt, a
transmitting antenna height above average
terrain of 610 meters (2000 feet) and the Com-
mission’s R–6602 F(50,50) curves. See § 73.699 of
this chapter. Maximum facilities for TV sta-
tions operating in the UHF band are 5
megawatts effective radiated power at an an-
tenna HAAT of 610 meters (2,000 feet). See
§ 73.614 of this chapter. The equivalent con-
tour for DTV stations is based on a 41 dBµV/
m signal strength and the distance to the F
(50,90) curve. See § 73.625 of this chapter.

[65 FR 3148, Jan. 20, 2000, as amended at 65
FR 17605, Apr. 4, 2000; 65 FR 42883, July 12,
2000]

§§ 27.61–27.62 [Reserved]

§ 27.63 Disturbance of AM broadcast
station antenna patterns.

WCS licensees that construct or mod-
ify towers in the immediate vicinity of
AM broadcast stations are responsible
for measures necessary to correct dis-
turbance of the AM station antenna
pattern which causes operation outside
of the radiation parameters specified
by the FCC for the AM station, if the
disturbance occurred as a result of
such construction or modification.
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(a) Non-directional AM stations. If
tower construction or modification is
planned within 1 kilometer (0.6 mile) of
a non-directional AM broadcast station
tower, the WCS licensee must notify
the licensee of the AM broadcast sta-
tion in advance of the planned con-
struction or modification. Measure-
ments must be made to determine
whether the construction or modifica-
tion would affect the AM station an-
tenna pattern. The WCS licensee is re-
sponsible for the installation and con-
tinued maintenance of any detuning
apparatus necessary to restore proper
non-directional performance of the AM
station tower.

(b) Directional AM stations. If tower
construction or modification is
planned within 3 kilometers (1.9 miles)
of a directional AM broadcast station
array, the WCS licensee must notify
the licensee of the AM broadcast sta-
tion in advance of the planned con-
struction or modification. Measure-
ments must be made to determine
whether the construction or modifica-
tion would affect the AM station an-
tenna pattern. The WCS licensee is re-
sponsible for the installation and con-
tinued maintenance of any detuning
apparatus necessary to restore proper
performance of the AM station array.

§ 27.64 Protection from interference.
Wireless Communications Service

(WCS) stations operating in full ac-
cordance with applicable FCC rules and
the terms and conditions of their au-
thorizations are normally considered
to be non-interfering. If the FCC deter-
mines, however, that interference
which significantly interrupts or de-
grades a radio service is being caused,
it may, after notice and an opportunity
for a hearing, require modifications to
any WCS station as necessary to elimi-
nate such interference.

(a) Failure to operate as authorized.
Any licensee causing interference to
the service of other stations by failing
to operate its station in full accord-
ance with its authorization and appli-
cable FCC rules shall discontinue all
transmissions, except those necessary
for the immediate safety of life or
property, until it can bring its station
into full compliance with the author-
ization and rules.

(b) Intermodulation interference. Li-
censees should attempt to resolve such
interference by technical means.

(c) Situations in which no protection is
afforded. Except as provided elsewhere
in this part, no protection from inter-
ference is afforded in the following sit-
uations:

(1) Interference to base receivers from
base or fixed transmitters. Licensees
should attempt to resolve such inter-
ference by technical means or oper-
ating arrangements.

(2) Interference to mobile receivers from
mobile transmitters. No protection is
provided against mobile-to-mobile in-
terference.

(3) Interference to base receivers from
mobile transmitters. No protection is
provided against mobile-to-base inter-
ference.

(4) Interference to fixed stations. Li-
censees should attempt to resolve such
interference by technical means or op-
erating arrangements.

(5) Anomalous or infrequent propaga-
tion modes. No protection is provided
against interference caused by tropo-
spheric and ionospheric propagation of
signals.

§ 27.66 Discontinuance, reduction, or
impairment of service.

(a) Involuntary act. If the service pro-
vided by a fixed common carrier li-
censee, or a fixed common carrier oper-
ating on spectrum licensed to a Guard
Band Manager, is involuntarily discon-
tinued, reduced, or impaired for a pe-
riod exceeding 48 hours, the licensee
must promptly notify the Commission,
in writing, as to the reasons for dis-
continuance, reduction, or impairment
of service, including a statement when
normal service is to be resumed. When
normal service is resumed, the licensee
must promptly notify the Commission.

(b) Voluntary act by common carrier. If
a fixed common carrier licensee, or a
fixed common carrier operating on
spectrum licensed to a Guard Band
Manager, voluntarily discontinues, re-
duces, or impairs service to a commu-
nity or part of a community, it must
obtain prior authorization as provided
under § 63.71 of this chapter. An appli-
cation will be granted within 31 days
after filing if no objections have been
received.
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(c) Voluntary act by non-common car-
rier. If a fixed non-common carrier li-
censee, or a fixed non-common carrier
operating on spectrum licensed to a
Guard Band Manager, voluntarily dis-
continues, reduces, or impairs service
to a community or part of a commu-
nity, it must given written notice to
the Commission within seven days.

(d) Notifications and requests. Notifica-
tions and requests identified in para-
graphs(a) through (c) of this section
should be sent to: Federal Communica-
tions Commission, Common Carrier
Radio Services, 1270 Fairfield Road,
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, 17325.

[65 FR 3149, Jan. 20, 2000; 65 FR 12483, Mar. 9,
2000, as amended at 65 FR 17605, Apr. 4, 2000;
65 FR 57267, Sept. 21, 2000]

Subpart D—Competitive Bidding
Procedures for the 2305–2320
MHz and 2345–2360 MHz
Bands

§ 27.201 WCS in the 2305–2320 MHz
and 2345–2360 MHz bands subject to
competitive bidding.

Mutually exclusive initial applica-
tions to provide WCS in the 2305–2320
MHz and 2345–2360 MHz bands service
are subject to competitive bidding pro-
cedures. The procedures set forth in
part 1, subpart Q of this chapter will
apply unless otherwise specified in this
part.

[62 FR 9658, Mar. 3, 1997, as amended at 65 FR
57268, Sept. 21, 2000]

§ 27.202 Competitive bidding mecha-
nisms.

In addition to the provisions of
§ 1.2104(a) through (f), (h) and (i) of this
chapter, the following provision will
apply to WCS in the 2305–2320 and 2345–
2360 bands: Where a tie bid occurs, the
high bidder will be determined by the
order in which the bids were received
by the Commission.

[62 FR 9658, Mar. 3, 1997, as amended at 65 FR
57268, Sept. 21, 2000]

§ 27.203 Withdrawal, default and dis-
qualification payments.

When the Commission conducts a si-
multaneous multiple round auction
pursuant to § 27.202, the Commission
will impose payments on bidders who

withdraw high bids during the course
of an auction, or who default on pay-
ments due after an auction closes or
who are disqualified. When the amount
of such a payment cannot be deter-
mined, a deposit of up to 20 percent of
the amount bid on the license will be
required.

(a) Bid withdrawal prior to close of
auction. A bidder who withdraws a
high bid during the course of an auc-
tion will be subject to a payment equal
to the difference between the amount
bid and the amount of the winning bid
the next time the license is offered by
the Commission. No withdrawal pay-
ment would be assessed if the subse-
quent winning bid exceeds the with-
drawn bid. This payment amount will
be deducted from any upfront pay-
ments or down payments that the with-
drawing bidder has deposited with the
Commission.

(b) Default or disqualification after
close of auction. See § 1.2104(g)(2) of this
chapter.

[62 FR 9658, Mar. 3, 1997, as amended at 63 FR
2349, Jan. 15, 1998]

§ 27.204 Bidding application and cer-
tification procedures; prohibition of
collusion.

(a) Submission of Short-Form Applica-
tion (FCC Form 175). In order to be eligi-
ble to bid, an applicant must timely
submit, by means of electronic filing, a
short-form application (FCC Form 175).
Unless otherwise provided by public no-
tice, the Form 175 need not be accom-
panied by an upfront payment (see
§ 27.205).

(1) All Form 175s will be due on the
date specified by public notice.

(2) The Form 175 must contain the
following information:

(i) Identification of each license on
which the applicant wishes to bid;

(ii) The applicant’s name, if the ap-
plicant is an individual. If the appli-
cant is a corporation, then the short-
form application will require the name
and address of the corporate office and
the name and title of an officer or di-
rector. If the applicant is a partner-
ship, then the application will require
the names, citizenship and addresses of
all partners, and, if a partner is not a
natural person, then the name and title
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